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TRANSPARENCY 

Following a reader’s observation, we have evaluated it necessary to clarify and 
define transparency suitable to the Reseau LEO’s process.


First of all here is the definition of the linternaute dictionary :


“Transparency, from Latin “trans” (through) and “parere” (to show), is the property of 
what shows everything, of what does not hide anything. It can be characteristic of a 
body as well as an environment or a being.”


In gosling’s language, the word transparency, also means “trans” (through) and 
“parents” (the parents, the family memories, the line of descent, the karmic games).

This would mean that “transparency” would involve in interrupting the 
transdimensional and transgeneration lies’ cycle coming from our galactic origines 
and pursuing themselves until the breasts of our current families.


In ancient Greece, when Love and Psyche (the two electroweak forces) were 
separated by the human’s morale, they would become war causes, conflicts. 
However “Wisdom” did not recognise any separation between Eros and Psyche, 
because their union “Transparency”, settled down the foundations of the natural 
ethical code, of which Love (equilibrium) was the final expression. (This subject will 
be mentioned in a following notebook dedicated to sexuality).


As we see and live our experiences through the prism of a multidimensional reality, 
this vision inevitably involves the STS’s control system (Service to Self). 
Transparency is for us, the ability in reversing the opaque and sealed nature of the 
predator of 4th density. This one searches in every way to hide himself. It is his 
survival instinct, as if he is SEEN in his totality, he dies to his STS world.


Demonstrating transparency is a conscious act that can not be improvised. It 
consists in letting “trans-appear”, reveal to the light, during writing sessions or other 
forms of exchange, the predator’s hideouts.

We do not talk about a forced transparency, but of a transparency that results from a 
maturation process. A transparency that, when the time comes, helps through 
sharing, in perfecting the seizing of consciousness and the experience’s integration.

It is the art of unmasking the predator thanks to the clues that our bubble of 
perception reflects to us.
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Clarity, intelligibility, authenticity, outspokenness, integrity are keywords 
accompanying for us transparency.

However like the reader explains it “Familiarity we have with him (this term), exhibits 
us in the risk of falling in the trap that he sets up under our feet.”


Indeed many New Age movements please themselves in advocating transparency. 
And as the predator  hangs around, he can, by the activation of programmes such 
as : recognition’s need, revolt, depreciation, etc, retrieve the fruits of this 
transparency in his favour.


It is therefore important to precise that this highlight of our programmes is a process 
(like many others), during which we flirt with predation and therefore learn to better 
know it, know ourselves better.


To each of us to exercise vigilance as for the distortion of this momentum, to each of 
us to learn of his own mistakes and of his predator...
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